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Teresa of Avila described our life on earth like 'spending a
night at a second class hotel'. That is true if we think that
this life is all about pursuing the riches and pleasures of
this world. We can live our lives as if there is no eternity
and there is no judgment seat of Christ. But since there is
an eternity and there is going
to be a day of
accounting, the
wise in heart will ask,
"What
do
you
want
me
to
do
Lord?"
Malcom Muggeridge was a British journalist, author and
media personality who turned to Christ towards the latter days of his life. Before he found Christ, an old man he
met at a hotel told him that 'Only dead fish swim with the
stream'! Till then he was swimming with the stream, chasing the dreams of worldly acclaim and
passion. This
marked a turning point in his illustrious life. He wrote
'“The depravity of man is at once the most empirically
verifiable
reality
but
at
the
same
time the most intellectually resistant fact.”
We may not be depraved or intellectually resistant
to the claims of Christ. But how much of His claims
defines the purpose of our life and the energy we pour
into in realising those dreams? Jesus cursed the fig tree
for unfruitfulness. Jesus spoke pointedly about the reason
why He saved us when he said 'you did not choose me, but
I chose you to go and bear fruit- fruit that will last'Jn 15.16. Peter speaks about being blind and unfruitful
in the knowledge of Christ- 2 Pet. 1.8,9.
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SHINE OUT THAT LIGHT
Most of us are content with merely attending meetings- whether it be
Sunday or week day meeting and we expect an eternal reward for it. No
reward is mentioned in the Bible for pew warmers. Only those who served
the purpose of God with their whole heart in their lifetime!
We can know about Christ in the head or know Him in the heart. But it
doesn't stop there. Christ will not be fully formed in us until Christ works
through our hands to reconcile a world to Himself. The very personal and
immediately relevant metaphors of 'salt' and 'light' is pointing to the reason
for our existence. " You are the SALT of the earth...You are the LIGHT of
the earth"- Matt.5.13-16. Jesus warned the possibility of salt loosing its
saltiness thereby thrown away as useless to be trampled upon. You may
either flavour the world or be trampled by the world. That is the stark
choice!
In the second metaphor of light, Jesus spoke about hiding a lamp under a
bowl. A lamp under a bowl only darkens the inside of the bowl. Many people inside the 4 walls of a church and not bringing light to the world can
only darken the places and people they hang around with. No divine light
will shine out from them. This is against the spiritual law which God established in saving us. For Jesus said "...let your light shine before men, that
they may see your good deed and praise your Father in heaven"-v.16.
You may be wondering, how can I be a flavor-able salt and a lamp that
brings light? This happens only when you are meaningfully engaging the
people you live among. How do you engage people? Here are some suggestions: 1. Be friendly and approachable. Do not put out your religious mat
in front of them. That will only drive them away. Be a caring friend.
2. Volunteer to do things for people or in the housing society you live in. It
depends on what you are good at. You can help with gardening or picking
up trash lying around or do some clean up
or whatever that will add value to their
existence. 3. When time is right invite
them for a tea or something. Let them
know your home is open. 4. Speak on
spiritual matters only when the Holy Spirit
prompts you. Often we chase the fish
away with our uncultivated zeal.
Finally, genuinely care for people. That
means, even if they initially reject Christ, try to be as friendly as
possible. As Saint Francis of Assisi said, "Preach the gospel always. If necessary, use words". Continue to pray, befriend, and believe that in God's
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God's
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they

will

be

saved for God's glory.
- Ps. Raju Thomas
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THE DISCIPLINE OF INTEGRITY
Integrity is the quality of being honest and
having
strong moral principles. The word implies wholeness, an
undivided
nature and coherence. From a biblical
perspective there are three Hebrew words used in the
place of integrity.
They are: tamim, tom and tam.
Tamim is used in the context of describing Noah
who was a righteous and upright man who found favor in
the eyes of God. It is derived from the word tamam
which means complete. There was completeness about
the personality of Noah from God’s perspective. Integrity is preserving
values even when all those around are abandoning them. His was not a
morality based on expediency.
When Abimelech (Genesis 20) declares to God his innocence he uses the
word tom to say that he took Sarah believing her to be Abraham’s sister not
knowing that she was his wife. God also declares his tom (integrity) and for
that reason He did not punish Abimelech. Integrity is not taking something
which belongs to another.
Tam is translated as perfect and blameless in various versions of the
English Bible. It is used in the context of Job (Job 1). Job was a man who
revered the LORD and shunned evil. Job was prosperous,
yet in his prosperity he did not become arrogant. Job
did not curse God even when he experienced great trials.
One cannot ascribe blame to a person of integrity. He
could be an upright customs officer or a policeman
controlling traffic on the road whose work is extremely
stressful. He could be a civil servant being transferred
out every now and then by his corrupt political bosses for he would serve his
nation with integrity without fear or favor for the rich and influential.
If you are doing research integrity would make you actively adhere to
ethical principles and professional standards. Intellectual honesty would
make you accurately represent contributions made by others. You would
be fair in peer reviews. You would clearly state any conflict of interest.
Lack of personal integrity can cause immense
harm not only to the person but also the institution to which the person is connected and
as was in the case of the US subprime
mortgage crisis - an entire nation.
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THE DISCIPLINE OF INTEGRITY
The US financial Crisis Inquiry Commission stated that the crisis was
avoidable and was caused by “systemic breaches in accountability and
ethics at all levels”.
There is an interesting story I found on Better Life Coaching Blog by
Darren. The Emperor’s Seed is a story which demonstrates the virtue of
integrity. An Emperor from China had no children of his own. In order to
find a worthy successor he devised a test. He called all the children from
across the kingdom and gave them all a seed to plant in a pot and tend it
for a year. A boy named Ling watered his pot faithfully every day. After a
week other children had their seeds sprouting but there was no sign of
life in Ling’s pot.
After some months the children began to compare their
plants. They made fun of Ling who had nothing to show,
while their plants began to flourish and some even had
flowers. After a year they were called to the palace to
show the Emperor the result of their labors. Ling came
too bearing his barren pot, wondering what the king
would say. “They don’t know how faithful I have been, yet they
may call me lazy and unworthy” he thought to himself. The
Emperor examined what all the children had to present. There was impressive foliage on show. The children were proud to show what they had
to the Emperor. “What happened here?” the Emperor asked Ling when he
came to him. “I watered the plant every day, but nothing grew” Ling
answered. The Emperor muttered to himself and moved on. After a
few hours the Emperor announced his assessment. “A year ago,
I gave you all a seed. I told you to go away, plant the seed and
return with your plant. The seeds that I gave you all were boiled
until they were no longer viable and wouldn’t grow, but I see
before me thousands of plants and only one barren pot. Integrity
and courage are more important values for leadership than proud
displays, so Ling here will be my heir.”
-Jose Joseph
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Heart Attack & its prevention

(part 4)

Diagnosis: How do I know if a heart attack has occurred?
A healthcare provider can diagnose a heart attack based on several assessment
findings. These include: 1) the patient's complete medical history.2)a physical
examination.3) an electrocardiogram (ECG or EKG) to discover any abnormalities
caused by damage to the heart. An ECG is a medical device that makes a graphical
record of the heart's electrical activity. 4) Blood testing to detect abnormal levels of
certain enzymes in the bloodstream.
Blood tests confirm (or refute) suspicions raised in the early stages of evaluation
that may occur in an emergency room, intensive care unit or urgent care setting.
These tests are sometimes called heart damage markers or cardiac enzymes.
Heart attack: a signal of heart disease Although you may have warning signs
prior to a heart attack, the heart attack itself may be your first symptom of an underlying problem: cardiovascular disease such as coronary artery disease (CAD)
which narrows and hardens your arteries around the heart or atherosclerosis which
is often responsible for artery-blocking clots.
To diagnose the condition, heart attack patients may be asked to undergo a number
of diagnostic tests and procedures. By learning what these tests are and why they're
being done, you'll feel more confident. These tests are important and help the doctor
determine if a heart attack occurred, how much your heart was damaged and also
what degree of CAD you may have.
Diagnostic measures — "non-invasive" and "invasive"
The tests screen your heart and help the doctor determine what treatment and lifestyle changes will keep your heart healthy and prevent serious future medical
events. There are "non-invasive" diagnotic tests and "invasive" diagnostic tests.
What is the treatment and Likely procedures? If you've had a heart attack, you
may have already had certain procedures to help you survive your heart attack and
diagnose your condition.
Thrombolysis: Many heart attack patients have undergone thrombolysis, a procedure that involves injecting a clot-dissolving agent to restore blood flow in a coronary
artery. This procedure is administered within a few (usually three) hours of a heart
attack.
Coronary Angioplasty/ Coronary artery bypass graft surgery (CABG): If thrombolysis treatment isn't done immediately after a heart attack, many patients will need
to undergo coronary angioplasty or coronary artery bypass graft surgery (CABG)
later to improve blood supply to the heart muscle.
The time is now to reduce your risks! How to prevent? The American Heart Association recommends that heart attack prevention begin by age 20. This means
assessing your risk factors and working to keep them low. For those over 40, or
those with multiple risk factors, it's important to calculate the risk of developing cardiovascular disease in the next 10 years. Many first-ever heart attacks or strokes are
fatal or disabling, so prevention is critical. The sooner you begin comprehensive risk
reduction, the longer and stronger your heart will beat.
How to reduce the risk for heart attack?
*Stop smoking *Choose good nutrition *Reduce blood cholesterol
*Lower high blood pressure *Be physically active every day *Aim for a healthy
weight *Manage diabetes *Reduce stress *Limit alcohol
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- Dr. Mathews jacob
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AUGUST

OCTOBER

14th,
15th

1st-4th

Encounter Camp; 14th & 15th Aug, Fri & Sat @
Bible Centre Salisbury Park Pune. All those
attending Alpha should come.

Marriage Camp & Youth Camp: 01st to 04th Oct
Location: YMCA Lakeside Camp, Nilshi. Register
soon as there are limited seats!

www.facebook.com/pfccindia
Our Address: Harbour House,Gulmohar Park, Ghorpadi, Pune-411 001, India
Phone: 020-32938257

WRITE TO US ::pfccoffice@gmail.com
For queries contact: Onithick +91-9823494800 or Jose +91-9960275221
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